Chemotherapy decision-making in advanced lung cancer: a prospective qualitative study
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ABSTRACT
Objective To study how treatment decisions are made alongside the lung cancer clinical pathway.
Methods A prospective, multicentre, multimethods, five-stage, qualitative study. Mediated discourse, thematic, framework and narrative analysis were used to analyse the transcripts.
Results 51 health professionals, 15 patients with advanced lung cancer, 15 family members and 18 expert stakeholders were recruited from three UK NHS trusts. Multidisciplinary team (MDT) members constructed treatment recommendations around patient performance status, pathology, clinical information and imaging. Information around patients' social context, needs and preferences were limited. The provisional nature of MDTs treatment recommendations was not always linked to future discussions with the patient along the pathway, that is, patients' interpretation of their prognosis, treatment discussions occurring prior to seeing the oncologist. This together with the rapid disease trajectory placed additional stress on the oncologist, who had to introduce a different treatment option from that recommended by the MDT or patient's expectations. Palliative treatment was not referred to explicitly as such, due to its potential for confusion. Patients were unaware of the purpose of each consultation and did not fully understand the non-curative intent of treatment pathways. Patients' priorities were framed around social and family needs, such as being able to attend a family event. Treatment decisions become time bound, complex and require information and awareness for both patients and clinicians.

Chemotherapy with palliative intent is used for symptom control and to improve quality of life; however, systemic anticancer treatment (SACT) may have unintentionally detrimental effects. For patients in advanced stage, including NSCLC, SACT can increase early treatment-related mortality,6–10 toxicities, emergency and inpatient admissions11 and affect quality of life, even in patients with good performance status.12 Around 10% of patients with lung cancer are dying within 30 days of SACT and this is arguably overly aggressive care. The urgency of administering treatments, in an attempt to mitigate deterioration, can also result in underpreparation of patients and families at the end of life13 14 and patients become less likely to die in their preferred place of death.15 Documentation of end

INTRODUCTION
New developments in immunotherapy offer promising treatment for advanced lung cancer.1 However, a considerable number of patients with non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) present with locally advanced or metastatic disease and are currently unsuitable for curative treatment with a median survival of 6–8 months.2 The fear of destroying hope places a huge burden on the clinicians who may resort to the treatment imperative;3 patients' limited understanding of treatment with palliative intent4 5 further hinders the patients' opportunity to consider all available options and to make an informed decision. Treatment decisions become time bound, complex and require information and awareness for both patients and clinicians.

Chemotherapy with palliative intent was introduced to the clinical pathway with a median survival of 6–8 months.2 The fear of destroying hope places a huge burden on the clinicians who may resort to the treatment imperative;3 patients' limited understanding of treatment with palliative intent4 5 further hinders the patients' opportunity to consider all available options and to make an informed decision. Treatment decisions become time bound, complex and require information and awareness for both patients and clinicians.

Chemotherapy with palliative intent is used for symptom control and to improve quality of life; however, systemic anticancer treatment (SACT) may have unintentionally detrimental effects. For patients in advanced stage, including NSCLC, SACT can increase early treatment-related mortality,6–10 toxicities, emergency and inpatient admissions11 and affect quality of life, even in patients with good performance status.12 Around 10% of patients with lung cancer are dying within 30 days of SACT and this is arguably overly aggressive care. The urgency of administering treatments, in an attempt to mitigate deterioration, can also result in underpreparation of patients and families at the end of life13 14 and patients become less likely to die in their preferred place of death.15 Documentation of end
of life discussions and discontinuation of treatment is rare; however, early links with palliative care teams improve the timing of final chemotherapy administration and transition to hospice services. Patients opting out of SACT show greater acceptance of terminal status, focus on the present and on time with family.

The WHO places responsiveness and participation as key to achieving integrated people-centred health services and advocates care in respect of people’s preferences. Clinical pathways aim to support decisions along the treatment pathway; however, in oncology, these seem to focus on when to start anticancer treatment—not when to stop. Studying the decision-making process, alongside the patient clinical pathway, helps to understand the interaction of factors at different levels and how these influence the success or the failure of patient-centred care in the context of these very sensitive consultations. This study aimed to understand how palliative chemotherapy treatment decisions are determined and what intervention could support Patients with NSCLC and clinicians when considering AntiCancer Therapy (the PACT study). The paper adheres to Consolidated criteria for Reporting Qualitative research guidelines (online supplementary 1; online supplementary table e1).

**METHODS**

The PACT study was a five-stage, prospective, qualitative multicentre, multimethods study. The original protocol was adhered to with the exception of using narrative analysis in place of interpretative phenomenological analysis as clear narratives emerged in the data. A conceptual framework was built around study aim and objectives (figure 1).

**Participants**

A stakeholder approach was used to purposively sample study participants. For phases 1–4, clinicians and patients were recruited from three hospitals set within three University Health Boards in Wales. UK experts with an interest in lung cancer were invited to the expert consensus event. The data collected throughout phases 2–4 included the same patient/docotor dyad. Patient and public involvement (PPI) was incorporated throughout the study and in accordance with the national standards.

**Approach and consent**

Patients with a diagnosis of NSCLC and due to attend their first appointment with the oncologist were eligible to be part of the study. Multidisciplinary team (MDT) members were recruited and consented first. Clinicians identified eligible participants and provided them with an information sheet and a cover letter which included a reply slip where they would specify their contact details if they wished to be contacted about the study. Consent from clinicians, patients, companions and experts attending the consensus event was taken by the researchers (CS, DS, ML). Audio recording and fields notes were used throughout.

**Data analysis**

Inductive thematic analysis was used initially to aid understanding of the data before specific methodologies were overlaid. Principles of mediated discourse analysis were applied to MDT meetings to understand team dynamics and working practices, the role played by key MDT members and factors influencing allocation of patients to treatment pathways. Narrative analysis was used to study the consultations between the patient/companion and clinician and follow-up face-to-face interviews. Narrative analysis highlighted the priorities of the participants in single consultations; it also enabled the decision-making trajectory to be modelled through a generic consultation with priorities for each participant indicated at each phase. The OPTION (Observing PaTient InvOlvemeNt) tool was used as a consultation process framework to assess how clinicians involved patients in consultations under key clinical domains (online supplementary 2; online supplementary table e2); this was reflected in the interview guide (online supplementary 4). Phase 5 drew together expert stakeholders and provided the platform where information from phases 1 to 4 could be shared, questioned and prioritised by all parties. Group discussions were held and covered seven areas of enquiry (eg, patients’ preparedness; online supplementary 4, online supplementary table e3). The composition of groups ensured that while the focus was on the patient, the intervention would receive input from carers and health professionals at each stage of the clinical pathway. A deductive thematic analysis (coding tree focus group 3—online supplementary 5, online supplementary tables e4-e10) of the group discussions was initially organised around responses to the areas of enquiry and then transformed into a series of statements of suggested practice attached to the clinical pathway. Data saturation was determined by the researchers. NVIVO (V.12) was used to organise the data.
Research team reflexivity

The research team comprised clinical oncology consultants, palliative care consultants, patient representatives and experienced postdoctoral researchers with expertise in healthcare research, decision-making, ethnography, discourse analysis and narrative analysis. This variety helped to balance knowledge and assumptions, personal experiences and biases towards aims of treatment, or the dynamic relationships of patients and healthcare professionals. Data collection was undertaken by experienced and trained researchers (DS, CS, ML) not associated with patients or clinical sites.

RESULTS

Between March 2015 and January 2017, a total of 99 participants were recruited into the study (online supplementary 6; online supplementary table e11). Participants who declined to take part were not recorded.

PPI involvement

One public contributor (PC) contributed to the development of the research proposal. During the study, two PCs commented on: the information available to patients and their families; jargon used at MDT meetings; and patient recruitment strategies. They took part in the consensus day. They read a sample of anonymised transcripts of patient–clinician consultations and contributed to validate, interpret and contextualise the findings. The PCs continue to be involved in the dissemination of the study results and have agreed to join the follow-up study.

Lung cancer MDT meetings

Each MDT meeting followed local site routines; however, the primary purpose was to provide accurate diagnosis and recommend treatment pathways. Meetings usually included a chest physician, an oncologist, a radiologist, a pathologist, a lung clinical nurse specialist (CNS) and an MDT coordinator. Palliative care consultants were not always present. Patients were primarily represented through technology (figure 2). Patient-focused clinical and social information was limited.

Radiology and pathology reports were the key references for making treatment recommendations, with the chest physician and the oncologist making key contributions to the decision-making discussions. Performance status was significant in moderating discussion of treatment options. However, treatment decisions were sometimes based on a historical performance status (quotation 1—online supplementary 7, online supplementary table e12).

The provisional nature of a treatment recommendation was not always clearly linked to future discussions with the patient at identified key points on the pathway, that is, considering what the chest physician would discuss and how the patient’s interpretation of their prognosis and any treatment discussions would be conveyed to the oncologist.

Oncology clinic

Four themes emerged from the analysis of the oncology consultation and follow-up interviews: process and priorities were key themes influencing the choice/availability of treatment options and decision-making in the oncology consultation; and the concept of palliative treatment intent and prognosis were key challenges to communication of options. The intersection between these four themes influenced the explicit discussion of options and terminal prognoses and gave insights into the uncertainty for patients around treatment options (quotation 2—online supplementary 7, online supplementary table e12). This suggests a series of missed opportunities for ‘preparedness’ from both parties.

Process

Patients were generally unaware that the oncology consultation was a treatment decision-making event and carried expectations about their treatment plan originating earlier by prior events on the clinical pathway (for instance, discussion with the chest physician) (quotations 3 and 4—online supplementary 7, online supplementary table e12). This suggests a series of missed opportunities for ‘preparedness’ from both parties.

Priorities

The oncology consultation evolved over several stages; at each stage, each stakeholder held specific priorities (figure 3).

Patients focused on relationships, placing their disease in the context of everyday life and were concerned with what would happen next. Treatment context was focused on external priorities, such as being able to attend a special family event, and existing relationships with health professionals, all of which influenced their perception and knowledge of a particular treatment option (quotation 5—online supplementary 7, online supplementary table e12). Key issues were challenges for successful communication of their priorities, expertise and constancy within health
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Prognosis

When there was no formal documentation of how prognosis had been discussed with, and understood by, the patient and carer. Communication skills were key to the confidence of the oncologist in navigating the consultation without directly discussing prognosis.

Palliative intent of treatment

The most common treatment option offered was palliative chemotherapy, where the word ‘palliative’ was unspoken and remained implicit in the description (quotation 11—online supplementary 7, online supplementary table e12). There was potential for broad interpretation around the possibility of chemotherapy extending life (quotation 12—online supplementary 7, online supplementary table e12), and patient misunderstanding of the purpose as being palliative. However, when palliative was used, this often led to confusion as patients were uncertain about what exactly the oncologist was referring to.

The distinction between palliative treatments perceived as ‘active’ was significant, which indicated the lack of a positive alternative supportive care option. This was reinforced by oncologists’ discussion of their reluctance to use palliative terminology to avoid distress, suggesting ambivalence or lack of understanding around how palliative chemotherapy is presented (quotation 13—online supplementary 7, online supplementary table e12).

Treatment decision around SACT

Patients opting for SACT without questioning the oncologist had often discussed the proposed treatment option with the chest physician or CNS and had placed their trust in those health professionals. A further deciding factor was where patients felt that their only option was SACT, compounded by the lack of clear definition of what constitutes an active palliative pathway as a viable option.

Opting out of a proposed treatment was challenging for patients; patients did not want ‘active treatment’, as described by oncologists, for quality of life reasons (quotation 14—online supplementary 7, online supplementary table e12) but were compromised further when oncologists positioned palliative chemotherapy as an option that had to be overtly refused. Table 1 displays the treatment pathways and survival of our study participants.

Consensus day: defining the key components of the intervention

The findings from phases 1 to 4 set the framework underpinning the design of the intervention. These consistently highlight a lack of ‘preparedness’ along the clinical pathway (figure 4).

This mapping signifies a departure from a traditional clinical pathway, providing information on all treatment options early, and identifying patients’ priorities and preferences to inform MDT recommendations in advance of the oncology consultation. The data confirm that a future intervention should include a
systematic collection and bidirectional flow of relevant information along the pathway, starting from primary care.

DISCUSSION

Tailored qualitative methods were used to understand how palliative chemotherapy treatment decisions are determined in advanced lung cancer. Data collection began with the MDT meetings where treatment discussions begin. MDT members constructed treatment recommendations mainly around patient performance status, pathology, clinical information and imaging. Patients’ needs were not fully addressed because information about their social needs and preferences was limited.25

Measures of performance status did not fully capture patients’ overall function and in this context where risks and benefits are finely balanced, alternative indicators regarding patients’ ability to tolerate treatment, for example, frailty, cachexia should be considered.26–28 Here, the palliative care ethos of keeping people as well as possible for as long as possible highlights the risks of tipping the balance—between preserving patients’ function, and ability to take part in everyday activities, to hastening decline from avoidable toxicities. With increasing evidence to support the benefits of specialist palliative care for patients with advanced cancer,29 there is an argument against avoidable harm by SACT, and disenfranchisement of patients’ access to better care.

Prognosis was the link for the oncologist to discuss available treatment options, and was compromised either by situations where a patient expressed a clear desire not to refer explicitly to prognosis, or where there was lack of information sharing among clinicians about how prognosis had been interpreted by the patient.30 Further, for patients with NSCLC, decision-making is a continuous process17 rather than a single event. With a rapid disease trajectory, the health of the patient might change significantly before the oncology appointment. The oncologist may have to re-evaluate the patient and consider a different treatment option to that recommended at the MDT.31 This proved particularly demanding for less experienced clinicians; training protocols have been developed but they did not always result in increased competency.32 Clinicians’ attitude towards hope is also contributory to limited disclosure as Atul Gawande33 describes it “Suppose I was wrong, I wondered, and she proved to be that miracle patient who survived metastatic lung cancer?” (p168). In addition to this, clinicians might be hesitant to crush patients’ expectations when discussing palliative cancer treatments. Communication styles34 35 can affect patients’ experiences and treatment choices, new approaches to treatment decisions, such as the global Choosing Wisely initiative36 encourage the use of prompt questions by clinicians and patients to
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<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1 Patients’ planned and actual treatment pathway</th>
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</thead>
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<tr>
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</tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
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<td>Male</td>
</tr>
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</table>

*At end of study.

MDT, multidisciplinary team.
Weigh up the risks and benefits of treatment including the potential trigger question, ‘What if I do nothing’.

Issues relating to palliative terminology often arose; however, patients’ understanding of ‘palliative’ can be improved and, differentiating between palliative care and end-of-life care, to what is effectively supportive oncology, could also improve referral. From a population perspective, societal challenges have been identified, including a public acceptance of death as part of being human, and the education of patients and families about treatment goals for cancer.

The study adopted a coproductive approach, which ensured that all relevant stakeholders contributed to inform the intervention. The robust multiqualitative design allowed the study of the patient journey from different perspectives and levels. Patients represented geographical, and socioeconomic diversity, and different communities of professional practice. This study did not aim to contest or verify the appropriateness of the treatment decisions made. However, from the analysis of the treatment decision-making process, it emerged that there is a series of missed opportunities along the clinical pathway and these impacted on both clinicians and patients. Embedding patients’ values and preferences into the treatment decision-making process may facilitate difficult consultations, reduce aggressive end-of-life treatments, and reflect more closely patients’ goals and motives in their everyday lives.

CONCLUSIONS

Current cancer clinical pathways are not designed to include the circumstances, priorities and preferences of patients taking part in these highly sensitive consultations. The optimal management of advanced patients with NSCLC necessitates going beyond the treatment of symptoms by reflecting what matters to the patients within their personal context.

This patient population is characterised by a complex intersection of terminal disease with a short prognosis and declining functioning. Decisions around treatment towards end of life have a particular acuity, the limited patient understanding of the aims of treatment and the challenges faced by the clinicians who might resort to the treatment imperative may result in a clinical pathway heavily weighted towards SACT.

In the palliative context, the concept of hope realigns more realistically from hope of a cure to hope of comfort and quality of life. This study promotes opportunities for engagement with the patient (and family) and clinicians at different levels of the pathway to identify goals of care echoing the patient’s view of a life worth living.

Although these findings reflect the narratives of the study participants and the researchers’ interpretation of these, they also reflect elements easily applicable to many patients diagnosed with advanced cancer.
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